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Bridge across the Void: 
Medieval Memories &om Nicosia' s Green Line 

Panos Leventis* 

ABSTRACT 

Before rhe Green Line and today's polirics, Medicval and Renaissance Nicosia Vias divided 
by polirics and commerce. The author gives us a rour of rhe walled ciry based on hisrorical 
sources and shows rhe role played by rhe Pediaeus river and irs bridges. 

RÉSUMÉ 
Bien a1 anr que la ligne verre n'apparaisse avec la siruation d'aujourd'hui, Nicosie érair 

divisée au Moyen Age er sous la Renaissance par des quesrions de polirique er de commerce. 
L:auceur nous fait visirer cetre vieille ville intra muros, guidé lui-même par des sources 
hisroriques qui fonr référence à des poinrs de repère reis le fleuve Pedias et ses ponrs. 

By 1 1  am, April 23, 2003, a few thousand Greek Cypriots had crossed the 
checkpoint at the Ledra Palace Hotel of Nicosia. They were heading north 
imo occupied Cyprus. Similar numbers ofTurkish Cypriots had entered the 
government-controlled area, for day-long visits. This evem was a response to 
the first large scale relaxing of absolute segregation by the régime in the 
occupied areas of Cyprus since the 1 974 Turkish invasion. Over the 
following days, the trickle turned into an unstoppable flood. Whether this 
move was simply a pre-emptive strike in a diplomacy of impression on that 
régime's part or the srart of substantial developments will certainly be 
debated by analysts and evidenced by future developments themselves. 

The Green Line that <livides Cyprus and its capital city of Nicosia 
continues east of the Ledra Palace checkpoint and traverses the old walled 
city. However, this absolute and impenerrable void running through rhe 
middle of the walled town, following the traces of Paphos and Hermes 
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Streets, once the city's main commercial arteries, is far from being a new 
limit or frontier. Rather, since the earliest days recorded in considerable 
historie sources on Cyprus, it appears that the same path was followed by the 
river Pediaeus, dividing the Byzantine, the lare Medieval and the Renaissance 
city in two. The river was subsequently diverred in 1 567- 1 568 by the 
Venetian Governors and engineers to flow around the newly consrructed 
circular Renaissance walls and fill their defensive moat. T wo years la ter, 
during the hot summer of 1 570, the Ottoman army found the moat dry, as 
the winter torrent had long stopped flowing. Nicosia fell to the Ottomans 
on September 9 after eight weeks of siege. Since then the river has followed 
its present course, running west of the city towards its north before turning 
east to head towards the Bay of Famagusta. 

During the late Medieval and Renaissance period ( 1 1 92-1 570), the names 
of at least six bridges were recorded as lining the river inside the city. An 
attempt will be made here to restore in our memory and imagination both 
the river and bridges. As we contemplate their fraction in the urban and 
social fabric of Nicosia, it becomes clear that this linear space was not only 
che central artery of the capital, but also the focus of urban life and the path 
of ceremonial and religious processions. Furthermore, it will be shown that 
the river provided a backdrop for the city's commercial activity, an edge for 
its castles, royal courts and important public spaces, and indeed the point of 
reference not only for significant events during civil or ethnie conflicts, 
international wars and natural catastrophes, but also during moments of 
reconciliation and celebration. 

The Bridge of Saint Dominic 

In the vicinity west and south of the Paphos Gate (Renaissance Porta San 
Domenico) existed the illustrious monastery of Saint Dominic, constructed 
in the middle of the 1 3'h century and considerably enlarged short!y 
thereafter. For the next two centuries, this monastery became a repository for 
numerous members of the reigning Lusignan dynasty and its nobility. On its 
northwestern edges, the monastery, as well as the large citadel constructed 
around it in the late 1370s, was bordered by the river, which then proceeded 
to enter the city. A bridge found nearby assumed the name of this 
monastery: The sole reference to this bridge cornes from the various Cypriot 
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chronicles whose recounting of the events of 1 376 included mention of the 
bridge of Saine Dominic and a nearby church dedicated to St. Barbara.1 
Indeed, during the refortification of Nicosia in 1 576-1 568, a church of 
Santa Barbara was demolished near or outside of the proposed Roccas 
bastion, in the vicinity of the presenc Paphos Gate.2 The location of the 
historie bridge of Saint Dominic was reconfirmed during foundarion 
excavations ar the headquarrers of the Cyprus Telecommunications 
Authority (the so-called Elecrra House), jusr wesr of Paphos Gare, in 1 949: 
Ir was rhen thar the pier of an arch of a stone bridge was brought ro light, 
more than six meters below the present ground level. The span of the arch 
was 2.74 m., and its height 2.90 m.-1 One should note that when in 1395 rhe 
traveler Nicolas de Marconi saw Nicosia's pontes plures, he commented that 
some were constructed out of stone, while others were still constructed out 
of wood.4 The srone Bridge of Saint Dominic, connecring the ci rade! and 
Dominican monasrery wirh neighbourhoods norrh of the river, must have 
undoubtedly been one of the most prominent of the capital. 

The Bridge of the Seneschal 

Further inside the city was to be found the Bridge of the Seneschal. As its 
name testifies, the medieval Ponte del Syniscalco of the chronicles must have 
been located west of the city centre, near the old Byzantine casteLLo of 
Nicosia, which irself once srood roughly norrh of the present Phaneromeni 
church.5 The Seneschal was rhe King's appointee, ofren responsible for the 
defense of the city and kingdom interchangeably wirh the Constable. 
Apparent!y, he resided in that cast!e when the chroniclers besrowed this 
name upon the bridge. The Seneschal Bridge is connected ro a bloody event 
which transpired during Easter Sunday in 1 1 92: Thar was the morning when 
the Templar Knighrs, lords of Cyprus barely a few months after purchasing 
the island from Richard the Lionheart, were surprised in the cast!e of 
Nicosia. There ensued an uprising in which the Greeks prorested the cruel 
and unusually harsh treatment they had endured from the Knighrs. The 
hundred or so mounted Templars proceeded ro slaughter anyone who 
crossed their path. The fifreenth-cenrury chronicles observe thar the srreers 
around the cast!e filled wirh blood, which evenrually found its path into the 
river by rhe Bridge of rhe Seneschal.<· More than a century later, and 
following an alleged month of continuous rain, the same bridge would be 
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blocked by trees and other debris, and resu!t in the great flood of 1 330, 
which caused thousands of deaths in the city.7 Recounting the same event, 
one of the chronicles further specified that this bridge was the secondo ponte 
della città.8 This comment can either be interpreted as meaning the second 
bridge of the ciry in importance, or, more probably, as the second bridge in 
topography; i.e., down the river's path. Indeed, as already mentioned, at the 
entry of the river into the city's west end would be found the Bridge of Saint 
Dominic. No one knows the name of the Seneschal Bridge, located roughly 
at the crossing of Ledras and Hermou streets with considerable certainry, had 
been in lare Byzantine times, in 1 192, or indeed in 1 330, but by the mid
fifteenth century it carried the memory of the Seneschal, and a hundred 
years !ater it was chiamato del Lodron (or Ladron},9 and must have adjoined, 
along with the cast!e, the southwestern edge of the important piazza di sopra 
or upper square, in the middle of Nicosia.10 

The Bridge of the Saints Apostles, or Saints Peter and Paul 

During the initial stages of the fierce fighting between the invading 
Genovese army and the people of Nicosia in early December 1 373, another 
bridge is mentioned. While being pursued, it appears that the Genovese 
made a stronghold at the bridge of the Saints Apost!es,'1 of which the 
dedication, on recounting the same event, !ater chronicles specified as 
"Saints Peter and Paul."12 The following day, the area of violent fighting, 
which would persist for hours, began at this bridge and continued until the 
bridge of the Pillory.13 The Pillory Bridge, as will later be shown, Jay at the 
east end of the city.14 Attempting to locate the Bridge of Saints Peter and Paul 
takes us to a chape! with the same dedication, founded by Simon de 
Montolif a few years prior to the 1 373 events, as two Papal indulgences 
attest.15 This chape! survived into 1468, as various mentions to it bear 
witness16 and was perhaps also the sire of a school in the early sixteenth 
century. 17 It must have given its name to the nearby bridge. Since the 
Dominican friars became the chapel's owners in 1 567, as compensation for 
the demo!ition of their monasrery, which lay outside the new fortifications, 18 

the chape! and the bridge can thus initially be localized inside che 
(considerably smaller) Renaissance walled city. 

Events of three years larer would reconfirm that not only were the chape! 
and bridge inside the Renaissance wal!s, but also that they occupied a 
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prominent, central location. During the fighting of 1 570 between the 
Ottomans and the Cypriots, after the former had entered the walled city 
from the Costanzo bastion in the south, they were attempting to reach the 
quarter of the Cathedrals in the town's centre. Fierce street fighting followed 
in the street of Saints Pierre and Paul, in front of the Cathedral of the 
Greeks.19 

Hence the street leading from the river cowards the Greek Cathedra! of 
Hodegetria, now a ruined building called the Bedestan, must have been the 
street of Saints Peter and Paul in 1 570, hence the bridge and chape! certainly 
lay nearby at the centre of the city. Researchers have mentioned that the 
crossroads at that point of the city (Hermes and Trikoupis streets) conserved 
this hiscory in its Turkish name, which translates to the Principal (or Main) 
Bridge.20 It would appear that the Bridge of the Holy Apostles or "Principal" 
bridge, in the centre of Nicosia, provided the south-eastern edge of the 
Upper Square of the renaissance city. 

The Bridge of the jews 

The Jewish community in late Medieval Nicosia is rarely referred to, but 
it apparently numbered qui te a few members, as it is connected to one of the 
city's bridges: In 1385, when King James I ordered an execution, this took 
place on the roof of the Bread Market, by the sicle of the bridge of the Jews, 
tou yiofiriou tou evraikou.21 While no other source refers again to this 
bridge, an attempt could be made here to provide for its localization, starting 
from mentions of various other provision markets in the late Medieval city: 

As early as 1367, it is attested that certain quantities of wine found after 
the death of bishop Guy d'Ibelin at casai PeLLendres had been carried on 
animais, brought to Nicosia and sold at the fonde du vin.11 More than a 
century later, the 1468-1469 Livre des Remembrances conserves mentions 
of rhe Butchery of Nicosia,2·1 the recently creared Fresh Fish and Game 
Market,24 and the Sugar Shop of the royal domain.25 Six years later, the 
chronicles also mention the fountikan ton Porikon or fontego delle frutte of 
Nicosia.26 

Given the isolated mentions, it would be impossible to locate the bread 
and other provisions markets, as well as the Bridge of the Jews, in the fabric 
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of the late Medieval city, as the Medieval and Renaissance sources provide no 
further dues. However, it is important that more than three centuries later, 
Archduke Louis Salvator would still see, south of the Cathedrals and 
following an easterly direction, the "great Provision bazaar", with various 
vegetables, fruit, bread and sweets sold, followed by the fish and meat 
bazaar.27 One could thus imagine a similar succession for these markets, 
attested to from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries, south of the 
Cathedrals. Perhaps they expanded eastwards and southwards from the east 
end of the upper square along the river and the Covered street.28 While the 
river entered the city at one point, at the citadel and the Bridge of Saint 
Dominic, it apparently branched out and exited the city at three points in 
the east end, and Salvator, on bis entering the city from Famagusta Gate and 
going towards the bazaars, would still see at the side of the street " the dry bed 
of the Pidias, with several bridges" .29 It thus remains a strong possibility that 
one of those bridges, lining the river south of Hermes street, at a distance 
due west of Famagusta Gate, had been the fourteenth-century Bridge of the 
Jews with its nearby bread market. 

The Bridge of the Exchange 

As mentioned, it was the bridge of the Seneschal which was blocked by 
debris and eventually caused the 1 330 destructive flood in Nicosia.30 Later 
chronicles iterate that if the ponte del cambio had given way, "there would not 
have remained a single soul alive in Nicosia" .31 While one could initially only 
theorize that this bridge was thus located at the east of the city, the important 
topographie information cornes from the fact that the chroniclers specify the 
ponte del cambio as located near the Temple.32 The Temple ofNicosia, the old 
church commenced by the Templar Knights and continued by Guy de 
Lusignan, the first Latin Lord of Cyprus, who was eventually buried therein 
in 1 1 94, 33 was to be found prope jlumen, if indeed it was the same building 
that Guy's brother, Aimery, donated back to the Knights the following year.34 
It was explicitly reconfirmed by the chronicles themselves that the Temple, 
which in the early fourteenth century and on numerous occasions is 
mentioned as being next to the first royal court,35 lay by the sicle of this court 
and the river. Descriptions tell of the important ruga coverta or covered street 
of the city, and one learns that this street began north of the citadel of 
Nicosia (at the west end of the city), followed the whole length of the river 
until the Temple, and that along this street were shops with covered arcades, 
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through which one could go "until the [first] royal court and the lower 
square".-"' 

The location of the Temple, and thus also the easternmost end of the 
Covered Street as well as the Bridge of the Exchange, has been approximated 
with the publication of the letter concerning the 1 567 demolitions for the 
refortification of Nicosia: Exactly un der the proposed Caraffa bastion, north 
of the presenr Famagusra Gate, was to be found the Tempio Antiquissimo?�7 
Next to the vestiges of this church, the unidentified foundations of which 
were excavated in the early twentieth century when the British were creating 
an opening north of the Caraffa bastion and worked on the bastion itself;18 
must have lay the historie Bridge of the Exchange, directly linking the first 
royal court and the adjoining west end of the important lower square with 
the neighbourhoods norrh of the river. 

The Bridge of the Pillory, or of the Berlina, or of the Prisons, or of the 
Cotton Market 

The chronicles contemplate that after the blood of the 1 1 92 slaughter by 
the Templars filled the streets and eventually entered the river at the Bridge 
of the Seneschal, as mentioned previously, it run until the Bridge of the 
Pillory, which by the sixteenrh century was detto della Berlina, where a great 
stone was later set up in memory of the slaughter.39 From rhis statement one 
can deduce that the bridge of the Pillory was certainly located at some point 
further clown the course of the river; i.e., east of the city centre. As is evident 
by the name, this was the preferred place in Nicosia for public scorn of petty 
offenders, who were placed in the same named devise, their heads and hands 
locked in the holes of the pillory. The Bridge of the pillory was also the site 
of public executions. Hence logically a considerable open space surrounded 
the bridge and could accommodate large crowds gathering for the event: 
Heads, hands, legs and orher body parts of unfortunate Nicosians and others 
were variously displayed by the authorities near or on this pillory, as 
numerous mentions in the fourteenrh and fifteenth centuries reveal. •° From 
these, as well as from mentions of the bridge during the 1 373-1374 war 
between Cyprus and Genoa,41 and after a cross-referencing of these sources, 
it becomes clear that the Bridge of the Pillory was also known by the names 
"of the Berlina", "of the Prisons" ,4� and, most imporrantly, "of the Kato Mesi 
or Piazza of Nicosia" (events of 1 460 and 1461) .43 This bridge was located 
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th us in the piazza or square of Nicosia, at the east end of the city, which with 
the later emergence of the upper square in the center of Nicosia was referred 
to as the lower square. Two riverside churches are connected with this piazza 
of Nicosia. 

First, we find the Church of Saint George, located in plain view within the 
square as early founeenth century events attest.44 We can see a 
commemoration on its walls, through the driving of a nail on the height of 
the 1 330 floodwaters.45 Next to this church, which prominently features in 
tax collection accounts of the same period,46 was the cotton market. To serve 
that market, in one of the outside corners of the church a marble cistern was 
imbedded. 47 As la te as 1 5 1 7, the church, called San Zorzi della piazza delle 
Lane (Saint George of the Cotton Square) was given the right to collect the 
tax on the sait quantities which entered through an (unnamed) Gate into 
Nicosia.48 Secondly, in 1462, there is mention of a church of Santa Mavra, 
and its nearby Bridge of the Cotton Market or Nymatopulio.49 Since the 
cotton market adjoined this bridge, named in the 1 460 document, then the 
Church of Saint George with its marble cistern must have also stood nearby. 
lt must certainly have been close enough to the river to have substantially 
flooded and hence the commemorations of the 1330 flood on its walls. 
Thus, the northern 'limit' of the lower square must have edged onto the 
river, with the open space for the cotton market and Saint George and Santa 
Mavra lining part of that edge. Reconfirmation of this proposed topography 
cornes when bath the neighbouring churches of Saint George and Santa 
Mavra, located by the river in the piazza of Nicosia, were demolished in 
1 5  67, as they lay outside the new fortifications, in the vicinity due east of 
the proposed Carajfa bastion.50 lt is at this location, outside the renaissance 
walls and east of Famagusta Gare, that we should place the historie Bridge of 
the Pillory, or of the Berlina,51 or of the Cotton Market, perhaps the 
easternmost bridge mentioned in the sources. 

The river Pediaeus and its bridges, in the heart of Medieval and 
renaissance Nicosia, have long vanished from today's topography. What 
remains is the no-man's land inhabired by cats and UN soldiers, destroyed 
shops and buildings, and an underground drainage and sewage ditch. Yet, 
despite its disappearance and relatively obscure history, the memory of this 
lifeline in the old city resonates in our minds and inspires our imagination. 
Let us hope it will fuel our hope and actions, so that it can soon resume its 
proper place, connecting the urban, ethnie and social threads of  Nicosia. 
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